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What is 
democracy?
At International IDEA, we 
think of democracy as:

• Popular control over 
public decision-making

• Equality between 
citizens in the exercise 
of that control



The quality of existing democracies is in 
decline

Democratic erosion over time



Democratic growth has also stalled



At the same time, public support for 
authoritarian values is growing

Public opinion on autocratic leadership

Source: World Values Survey
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Signs of hope: The Gambia, The Dominican Republic and 
Moldova



The EU & Finland



The majority of Europe continues to live in a 
democracy.

Regime Types in Europe



A certain level of discontent exists across Europe



There are notable examples of growth



Progress in Moldova



Democracy in Finland

• In the top 25% of countries 
around the world for every 
GSoD metric, with 
exception of Electoral 
Participation

• Stagnant and lack of 
movement in positive 
direction across all 
attributes



Trends in Finland



Renewing Social Contracts



Electoral 

Integrity

International actors should re-

commit to supporting electoral 

integrity, which is the bedrock of 

democracy.

The way forward



Trust

Prioritize accountability and 

transparency for renewed 

social contracts.

Prioritize the implementation

and enforcement of strategies 

and policies that

reduce corruption and rebuild 

public trust.

Protect the freedom of 

expression, including in online 

spaces.

The way forward



Youth 

Participation

Inclusion
Addressing inequality requires 

placing marginalized groups' 

needs front and center

Youth require meaningful 

participation in the development 

of policies that impact them

The way forward



The Democracy Tracker



Democracy 
Tracker

GSoD 
Indices

GSoD 
Reports

Democracy 
Notes

• 173 country profile pages

• Basic facts and human rights 

treaty compliance

• Monthly updates on 

democracy and human rights 

developments

• Early warning tool

• Annually updated 

quantitative scores on 116 

indicators of democracy

• Interactive tool to see and 

engage with the data per 

country, region and 

attribute/subattribute

• Raw data

• Annual GSoD reports

• In Focus reports

• Blog with the most current 

analysis of democracy and 

human rights events 

around the world

• Explainers: Longer pieces 

that dive deep into a 

particular issue

The GSoD Platform



Basic 

information 

box 

Attributes 

over time

Context-

setting 

country briefs

Human Rights 
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A holistic view of the world



International IDEA’s (BETA) Democracy Tracker 
Early Warning System (DTEWS)



Thank you!


